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Question: I was listening to a tape of about two weeks ago where you
were discussing the spiritual forces, other than Christianity. I would like
a little of an understanding on this, on an over all view.
Answer: Negative forces?
Question: Well, both negative and positive and their relationship?
Answer: Well, the word spiritual of course is sometimes ambiguous. We
use the word spiritual to allot anything which is not a physical or temporal
domain. Other words: remember that a fallen Angel like Lucifer was a
spiritual being. He can be embodied, but also he can move in Celestial
planes. Although at the present time he is earth bound, and cannot ascend
into the higher heavens, still there was a time when he could do that. The
Book of Job tells us that when various Angles came to report unto God
then Satan came among them. God has a vast number of reporting Angels
coming from all over the Universe to report, and there was Lucifer
standing among them. This was after the time of his rebellion, and thus
this particular council may have been held within the Solar system and
not in the Pleaides. But wherever this was located, still from all over the
Universe had come visiting Angelic and spiritual beings, and Lucifer was
among them. And YAHWEH looked over there and decided he would
taunt the devil at bit and HE said: 'Hast thou considered my servant Job?'
Well, Lucifer answered: Job did not serve God for naught after all look
how he has been blessed. He has been made wealthy, his crops, everything he has is because of God's blessings. And YAHWEH said: well, it
wouldn't make any difference if all these things were taken away from
Job, and catastrophe after catastrophe was to hit him, Job would still be
an example, because Job is an offspring, and God knows his capacity. In
other words God said: I know Job. The reason I mention this is, whether
this meeting occurred on this circling platform which moves around the
earth like an asteroid I do not know. The Scripture talks about this
platform in the fortieth chapter of Isaiah: 'He who sits upon the circling
of the earth.' The modern physicists and observers know that there is an
object which goes around the earth at the equator. That it has been doing
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this for a long time. It has been observed astronomically and there is no
question about it being there. It has long been thought that this was a
mechanical object and not a normal asteroid. I only introduce this because
I think this has been one of the contrivance which has been sort of a
watching platform moving around the earth. Now; we know that Jupiter
has been a planet always under Divine operation. In other words there has
always been coming and going from Jupiter, through out the Universe for
forces that were responsible to the Throne of God.
Now; Saturn is one of the planets that Lucifer not only utilized, but was
also once one of his battle stations in his war against Michael which is
referred to in the twelfth chapter of Revelation. But when we talk about
this we remember that many of these beings were not always in visible
form. Lucifer did not necessarily have to go up to this circling platform,
if that was where the meeting took place, he did not necessarily have to
go up there in a space ship although he may have, .to have moved into the
presence of the MOST HIGH. We do know that he could not have gone
to the outer Pleaides because every since Michael brought about the last
defeat over the forces of Lucifer, then Lucifer has been earth bound and
not able to get out of this Solar system.
Remember that Jesus said: 'I saw Satan fall like a star out of the heavens.'
All the Ancient documents like the Zohar and others when referring to
conversations about the battles and struggles which took place in the
Universe, in the patterns of antiquity, always referred to this same situation.
Now remembering that through out the entire Universe, the created
species were, all of them, created in a physical domain, but they had a
spirit life, and a soul consciousness, in other words they were created
spirits with a soul consciousness, but they were not begotten offspring or
issue. The Angelic hosts were divided into various categories. There were
Archangels and Angelic beings who were Serephims and Cherubims and
some administering spirits who were propagating types of Angels who
existed through out the Universe. So they fall into different categories.
We know that the echelons of authority have administering spirits who
surround the Throne, and are at the constant command of the MOST
HIGH. There are the overseeing hosts who were Archangels, four of them,
and they had the division of the command of Island Universes, and
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practically all of what we know as the Milky Way system. I wouldn't
begin to estimate as to how many Island Universes there are, looking to
the furtherest perimeter which we are capable of numbering today with
either the electronic telescope, or with the lens, which still came under the
command of these Archangels. Actually most of the Milky Way came
under the ramification of Lucifer’s administration. While Michael, Gabriel and Raphael the other Archangels had other portions of the Universe
under their command.
When Lucifer rebelled and sought to take over the Universe then beings
rebelled under his command. 'One third of the stars of heaven', actually
may refer to one third of the beings in the area over which he had control.
I note that in the older translations of writings like the Book of the Bee,
that where it talks about the fact that Lucifer had rebelled and seized one
third of the dynasties, or the areas of heaven which he controlled, and
sought to overthrow the Throne of the MOST HIGH GOD, that one of
the old writings in the Zohar, and this may be a matter of translation, but
it sites that Lucifer took over one third of the Universe in his battle. Thus
not only had the entire Milky Way system come under the influence of
his rebellion, but he had also taken over a part of the territory controlled
by Gabriel.
It was at this time when YAHWEH turned unto Michael and ordered him
to gather his hosts and fleets and to defeat Lucifer. To drive him out of
the upper heavens and corner him somewhere in the Universe, basically
this Solar system was picked for this purpose. This is also apparently
confirmed even in these 66 Books of the Bible, for the Book of Revelation 12 tells us there was war in the heavens. Tells of how Michael and
his Angels fought against Lucifer, the dragon and his Angels. Tells us
that the dragon is also know as Satan, or the serpent, and that Michael
prevailed and Lucifer was cast out of the upper heavens, and into this
Solar system where he was hemmed in. He was never able to take Jupiter
but he did hold Saturn and he did hold Mars for a time.
Under this instance there is a reason to believe that the last wave of battles
were about 11,000 years ago, but 73,000 years ago there were terrific
battles, and this involved the Negro occupants of the crafts of Lucifer in
which they fought. The Sumerian dynasties whose measures are allotted
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as to 73,000 years ago tell about this defeat of these crafts of Lucifer and
the coming to earth of those now known as Negroes. And these old
records refer to Lucifer under the name of Tiamat. In other words the
name Tiamat is translated in the encyclopaedia as the CHAOS MONSTER, but it is still an old Sumerian word. For Tiamat is their word for
Lucifer and to them he was symbolized as the Dragon.
In the Scriptures as well, Lucifer is also identified as the dragon, and the
serpent. And all of the oriental kingdoms also identify him as such as they
worship Lucifer, and also there is this worship of devils up in the upper
blue Lamaseries in upper Tibet, and in the red Lamaseries as well. So
almost every area of Asiatic theology recognized Luciferian power, and
ascribes highest deification to him. So the areas we would consider as
violations of Divine Law and transgression, or evil have no moral concept
within them but are embraced by them as natural or normal processes.
Whereas anything we call moral or ethical for the standards we hold to
then have no particular value in relationship to Asiatic theology or
concepts of moral responsibility.
But in this instance they worship beings they cannot see, but do not think
that these beings always remain invisible, because it is a normal thing for
demons and devilish powers to manifest themselves and become visible
to the natural eye. This has not only been witnessed by Americans, but
even by one who was a known traveller like Lowell Thomas for instance.
For up in Tibet he had a unique experience, of seeing one of these
materializations. He was able to sneak in, or he thought he was sneaking
in, with assistance from a Shaman who they had bribed so they could get
into this Tibetan assembly in upper Tibet. But he didn't make it as he
thought, because the Satanic form did materialize in this inner circle,
which is likened to a stretched canvas ring sort of like you would use for
boxing. The Satanic form did materialize in the midst of this Pavilion in
this ring, but even tho Lowell Thomas and the white man with him were
dressed in disguise as though they were Shamans, and they had hoods
over their faces and they sat back in the shadows. After they had bribed
this Shaman to let them in to see what was going on, still the Satanic form
pointed out that they were there. The Shaman are priests of these upper
Lamasaries of Buddhism, which is an extreme Devil worship more so
than any other place in the world. More extent there than even the Yezidi
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which is the Devil worship of the areas around Mesopotamia and Arabia.
But in this instance this demon did materialize and Lowell Thomas write
about it, and he realized that this was the first time in his life that he had
been shaken enough to realize the areas and dimensions of Demonic
power. He said he realized then that if there was in this invisible realm
around him these devils and demons that could materialize as this one did,
then this one also knew that he was present in this gathering. And it
wasn't but a few moments that all these priests were moaning and weaving and bowing before this form which had materialized like an illuminated character.
Then in the midst of all this, the materialized form said: there are two
white devils in here, they are here to observe and to spy on us, and if they
remain they must be destroyed. Well, Lowell Thomas and this other
white man sat there shivering for here was this devil talking, English, and
the other priests or Shamans were not. Then the form went back into their
language and they began to look around, .so gradually the two white men
slid backwards until they came to the back of the tent and they got out of
there fast. But the thing is this is only Lowell Thomas' narrative of this
instance, but I have volumes and records and documents about this from
Missionaries who worked in Asiatic areas, as to what they saw, and
experienced. Plus the fact that as far as Celestial or spiritual forms are
concerned remember when you say this, that not all spiritual things are
always good, especially if it is negated, for this is only a dimension.
Righteousness is one thing, but the existence of a spirit being doesn't
mean it is always good for it can be in the process of negation as well.
When we say spiritual or spirit beings let us remember that there is no less
entity to a spirit being then there is to a physical body merely based on
the fact that the physical body is made of electrons, and protons and
particles of electricity. For under the law of substance and under the
intense mentoid Will law which God establishes in the electronic field,
all the physical Universe to the furtherest formation of planetary systems
are composed out of atoms which are units of electricity, sealed together
by a law of WILL AND FORM. Determined by the number of electrons
and protons revolving around the nucleus, and thus determining the
substance of the various elements we have in our scale of atomic substance. And at the same time all the physical Universe and everything in
it, and everything through out all the visible sidereal systems is made out
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of the same substances, and spectrographic analyses of their light beams
will establish this. But the Celestial field is made out of particles of light.
And thus since particles of light is the synthesis of the spiritual realm, it
is no less stable, or has no less solidity of form in its field than the
physical body does in the electronic field.
When we say there is a physical body, and a spiritual body as the Apostle
Paul tells us, this is both accurate and true. And we are quite aware at this
moment while resident in this physical body, and since the major area of
our sense pattern, and since our soul consciousness is resident in this
body, then we are aware of the touch and the dimension as well as all the
pattern of the senses. Thus this is flesh and bone, and you can handle it,
but also was the body of the Resurrected Christ, and even Christ before
His Crucifixion, for He was then also flesh and bone. He was the embodiment of consciousness residing in this flesh and bone, but with HIM also
was HIS Celestial being, although it was not visible.
When we tell you this, then remember everyone of you possess a Celestial
being, and that being is not off somewhere absent from you just because
you are here in a physical body, it is with you now. That Celestial being
can occupy the exact same spot on that same chair as your physical body
occupies because it is in a different dimension. Its wave lengths and
vibrations are not effected by the electronic pattern at all. In fact it is the
light wave length and actually may be the secret of the synthesis of all the
atomic wave lengths, for spirit is master of matter, and not subject to the
same dissolutions and dissolvements that you can get out of physical
atoms. So under this instance again, the consciousness possesses in the
soul ego which is your thinking entity, the sum total of all the corrections
of the electrons of memory, and the personal capacity to perceive existence. Your should therefore develops out of what you know, what you
experienced, what you learned. Your soul actually has its basic affinity to
this physical body in the areas of its remembrance, yet in the areas of the
electronic memory which your body has inherited and holds in chromotin,
yet that electronic memory is passed over to the soul consciousness for a
'Calling Back', and is tied in to the tendrils of the nerve tissues of the
physical body. But the brain of the Celestial body is in light consistence,
more powerful, more potent, has a far deeper range of remembrance
because it goes back into all the patterns of the endless yesterdays, since
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it was begotten. And the soul consciousness is a bridge between the spirit
and the flesh to this degree, that it can produce and receive perception
from both sides.
Now: as long as you are in the physical body your soulish area is far more
aware all the time of the pattern of the senses then it is to all the
subconscious. And when we refer to the subconscious actually this is part
of the motivation coming out of the spirit as initiative and guiding forces.
Sometimes the subconscious also is aware of built up energy ideas from
the electronic memory of the physical brain as well. And even tho you are
not particularly aware of this, still holds its value for you there. So when
we talk about spiritual beings, the entity of these spirit beings in light
dimensions are no less real. It does exist in the prerogative of a great
number of these beings, and this I would not limit. But I would say that
certain of them have this prerogative that they can step up or de-accelerate the wave length of the light spectrum, to the part that they as an entity
become apparently visible or invisible. In other words; this acceleration
in the area of velocity, because it is an area of velocity factor, even as the
electrons move around the orbits of the nucleus in an atomic field and
velocity is a part of their stability, we will come back to this later. But we
do know that the light formation can effect even the velocity of the
electrons in the physical body. So it is possible for a spiritual being to
become visible unto you but you could never touch or handle him. In
other words this entity could step up the light vibrations until he becomes
visible. Whether this required colour or not is not significantly important
because they could step it up in any of the octaves of light within the areas
of the spectrum, this we do know. Or they could synthesis it to other
colour values in that dimension, and I will also point out something to
you: Do not for a moment think that colour is something which has its
affinity basically only in the atomic field of the world of substance, or the
Universe of substance. Because all of these areas which you and I record
as colour are reflections of vibrations of substances. Thus these reflections off of vibrations of substances give us the concept of colour. So
understanding this you can see that there are areas in which there are
interchangeable patterns of law.
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We may be getting in deeper than people want to get into, but we are
basically moving into a pattern. There are sounds and colour, and both of
them move with octaves of vibration, and can move in Celestial as well
as physical and electronic fields. Because of this, when we tell you that
Celestial beings could appear in any octave of colour, if they stepped up
that particular vibration to make this appearance. On the other hand
colour has a stable form in the dimension of spirit.
Now: in the Book of Revelation when the spirit says to John, 'Come
hither', then as John stepped from the physical world to the Celestial
world he beheld the Throne of God. He saw ONE sitting on the Throne,
and he saw a rainbow round the Throne, and a great band of green light
was coming from the Throne. So you see as John moved into the dimension of spirit he saw, in colour. He saw the spectrum in the spirit, he saw
the green emanation from the Throne, and this has a deep symbolism.
Strangely enough the area that transmits the highest areas of energy as
composite energy for the human body for instance out of the light waves
into physical formation is green. Also you will note that in
photo-synthesis we see the translation of the full spectrum of light
translated to almost a white intensity. And its impact on physical substances which possesses life and are growing in any area of storing of this
energy is basically in what we call photosynthesis. And the area of the
storing of this energy is basically in what we call chlorophyll. So you see
this again is just a little light synthesis of the law of Celestial or light
realm as it supplies energy power for a physical realm. And this could be
getting into real intense spiritual or true meta-physics here because most
meta-physics is a lot of hokum, put together to sell books.
What we are talking about is the synthesis of spiritual law which relates
to the law of physics, both physical as well as the dimensions which are
beyond this. And some of these things we know we can assure you that
they are accurate, but if you appeal to physicists or any field touching on
this you will get a confirmation. Now; there are certain things God has
revealed, and He is continuing to reveal, and He makes these thoughts
come in form, and as the thought comes in form to the area to which it is
to be revealed, it comes in form as it relates to a dimension or phase of
the Universe. So we tell you again that the Celestial realm is in perfect
form and what we see, and what has been revealed to us we can confirm
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now with areas of the Scriptures, and areas of research. Because every
once in a while as we can see and perceive more, we are told: whatsoever
things ye seek, ye shall find. Whatsoever things, ye knock, and it shall be
opened unto you. In other words there is no secret thing being withheld,
and as the spirit guides our meditation to become curious about something the answers come. And as the answers come the verification in
almost any avenue that we seek to apply it.
Now; this is an area of spiritual law, it may be a gift, but it works. The
unity of the idea and the form will always be verified in some area of
partial revelation through out the past, or where somebody not knowing
why was given inspiration on a subject which touched something he may
not even have perceived.
Now; the Apostle Paul was a great student of philosophy and he was also
a great linguist. He was a student of all types of comparative theology
round about him. He was also agnostic, and he believed in God. But the
fact is that in this instance he therefore was not as astute as a physicist
might have been, or someone whose area of research had ben in things as
such, but he was observant. When the messenger came for him, when an
Angel came to take him into the Celestial planes, the Apostle Paul said: I
was bidden to come and I went.
The Apocalypse of Paul is very extensive in this area, and unfortunately
I don't know how to lay my hands on copies of it to give to you, but in
time it will be available again. The Apostle Paul says when he was called
to COME that he was assisted by these two men, and he stepped into this
cloud of light, and was carried with it out into the heavens, and these two
men sat, one on each side of him. And then he said: whether in the spirit
or in the body I could not tell. He said: Only God knows whether I was
in the spirit or the body.
Now; this is a rather interesting thing because this means there is forms
of synthesis in forms of light which must be developing and growing with
in that dimension. And to devour it as food was so real he couldn't tell
where he was in the spirit or body. This has its value also but I am not
going to get into it at this time, but there are also areas of spiritual law that
are also applied out of the Apocalypse of Paul. For Paul talks about
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perfection, and he ate of fruit that grew on trees in Celestial dimensions,
and all of the food, all is consumed in power. So perfect is the absorption
of the field of light energy substance that there is no waste, total consumption of energy, perfection, see? And he couldn't tell whether his spirit ate
fruit or his physical body. This can go on and on for there is no limit to
the ramifications of spiritual law, it is so big and so long that it can go on
forever.
But in another instance John was told historical events which were to
come and he was told to write all these things in a little Book. Now,
remember he is writing this as a Celestial Book for when that door into
the spirit opened, then John walked in. And he doesn't know whether he
left his physical body sitting there on the Isle of Patmos or whether it
went with him through that hole in the atmosphere into the Celestial plane.
This is no problem, they could have accelerated the electronic field of his
physical body until the wave length was attained, just like Christ used to
pass through a wall, and they could have taken him bodily, for this is no
problem. But he did walk in, and I can show you in the Book of Revelation where John beheld these things. And God said: now John you write
these things in a little book. I don't know what the little book was made
out of, apparently it wasn't made out of wood pulp, and perhaps it was
made out of things they synthesize paper out of for that purpose in that
dimension. I don't know what the book was made out of, but it was just
as real as could be. And whether the pages were made out of light, and
you could turn those pages over, i don't know. But when he was through
writing God said: Now, eat this book. And when he ate the book it had
flavour, for he said that it then became bitter. But God said: when I send
you back you have to be a part of this absorption, completely, and this
could also be a part of symbolism, but to this extent he tells about his
experience. Because John would have to prophecy again to the kings and
to the people of earth. And he would therefore have had to totally absorb
every word in that book. What I am pointing out is that in the dimension
of the Celestial plane there are books, and pencils, there is food, there is
light, there is so many things to do. In fact we weren't handicapped a bit
before we came here, because the Scripture tells us that they had to put a
veil over our remembrances because of the fact that your spiritual mind
is so intelligently brilliant with all knowledge. After all it is spirit of His
Spirit therefore every- thing that the Father did since you were begotten
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and this means before the world was framed, you watched. You were
with HIM before He created this Solar system, and at that time all the
sons and daughters of God shouted for joy, and all the Archangels were
singing Hymns, we were told this in the Scriptures.
We were so intensely interested every time a Solar system moved out into
the Universe, for we got such a big kick out of it as did all our family, and
all the other beings in the Universe as well. For every time a Solar system
moved out into space probably it exploded like a big firecracker on the
Fourth of July, with a fiery nebula of exploding patterns, but anyway we
are told that the children of God sang for joy, and Archangels sang, for
another Solar system had burst out. The interesting thing about this is that
you were there, and you would know all the laws that were used to
synthesize everything. You would know how to move, to migrate, how
to man- age crafts. And there were probably plenty of crafts around here
to just jump on board, if you just knew how. We are surrounded by such
a great crowd of witnesses, even in this room tonight, but someone says:
oh, they might not be here right now, well there is a guardian Angel with
each and every one of you in this room, so there is twice as many as you
see in here even if none of the others are around.
Did you know that this has a sobering influence on some people, sometimes it effects their conduct if they know someone is around. Ha. So this
is a good thing to know, for they are more tolerant if they realize there is
someone around, see? The fact remains that in Celestial Law, John had a
full field of Celestial experiences, and all these things he beheld while in
the dimension of spirit. Then he returned by the little door back to the Isle
of Patmos. He wrote all this in the Book of Revelation as he was
commanded, so that the church might have a record of all that he saw. But
remember that Paul also told us that we are strangers and pilgrims in the
earth, and if we could have remembered the route by which he came, we
would have gone right back where we came from. We would say: boy,
why should we stay here and buck all this bunch of rascals, and go
through all this trouble when we know how to go back there where we
came from? Back where we didn't have all those problems. On the other
hand there is a built in area in us which is a desire and this is another area
of conscious pattern of identity. You see this is how God can hold an
atom together. This is WILL energy which synthesizes it. There is given
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unto man a tremendous desire while he is in this body, just to stay here.
And when men get sick they run to doctors and get themselves fixed up
and this is normal, for God Wills this. He set this in men because if he had
not built this into men then they would always be going back into the
plane of spirit, through the back door. Death is that back door, we came
in the front door as we are born spirit entity and physical body, and the
spirit came in to reside. But as far as the entrance back into the spirit, then
a Celestial being could go back if he knew how. So since this is a
forgetful area, then people don't go back, and there is a WILL to stay until
they die. And people don't rush out and hang themselves just to get back
into the spirit unless they are demented, or deranged or injured, so this is
a built in factor. But if knew how to go back into the dimension of spirit
without dying we would be going back all the time. And this would keep
the Sheriffs office in this town really bugged, because about the time they
were chasing some of us we would just disappear. Jesus used this method,
and it drove the Jews wild. Of course being the Lamb of God he was
perfect, from the Immaculate conception to a perfection in all patterns of
His being, and because He didn't want these Jews to kill Him before His
time, He stayed away from them. Of course they would have killed Him
earlier by stoning Him, they wouldn't have waited for the Cross, but
anytime they tried some of these tricks He just stepped up the velocity of
the electrons and faded out on them. He just walked right through the wall
because the wall was not set in the velocity of these electrons in a speeded
up pattern.
I can also tell you that it takes a very minute speeding up of these
electrons until an emanation moves out over the physical body in a sort
of glow. And wherever this moves out over the body there is not type of
bacteriological protozoa that can stand this, other than the Living cell
tissues of the body and the blood stream. Therefore this is one of the
reasons why, with the violations of Divine Law that when the Aura went
off man, and he was no longer clothed in light that he now became
susceptible to bacteriological warfare. Where as if the vibration was
stepped up just a little bit then this wouldn't take place. The Apostle Paul
learned this and I learned it from him after he wrote it in the Apocalypse,
after he had learned it in the heavens. This is the reason then why men
became sick. When the velocity increases then the light decreases. And
when the velocity slows down in the physical electrons the light decreas( Page 13 )

es and therefore the light may determine the velocity, and not the velocity
the light. And by this instance the Apostle Paul said: I don't want to die I
just want to be enveloped in my light. I want to put on my Celestial or
glowing body. Now: we can prove this because as he was talking about
the power of the Resurrection, and the areas of spiritual law he said: the
light of Celestial body is one, and the light of the terrestrial body is
another. And just as there is a light of the sun, or the moon, and of the
stars, still one differs from another in brilliance. Thus there is a difference
between the Celestial and the Terrestrial lights. What the Apostle Paul
really said was that he didn't want to die, he just wanted to be quickened.
Now; the Scripture also tells you in Romans that the Law of the Spirit of
light in Christ Jesus makes us free from the law of sin and death. This isn't
a philosophical process of ideas shifted into words merely to explain
away a thinking process. If the Law of the Spirit of Life in Christ Jesus
dwells in you then it shall do what??? It shall quicken your mortal body.
How then does it quicken you? It isn't as a pin sticking proposition, and
that makes you go faster. It means increasing the acceleration in the
substance of your being, and immediately you have put on immortality.
Transgression of Divine Law slowed down this pattern and we lost
Immortality. Now, why? because the Spirit of Light, and when Lucifer
seduced Eve, and Adam partake of the same violation, and they lost their
light because the spirit could not cohabit with evil. So therefore the
Celestial aura went off the physical body in its transgression, and therefore never re-enveloped it again. And because of this there was no
immunization. They were told: the day ye eat of this, the day ye violate
this law ye shall die. And Adam was just a condemned man for when he
lost that Aura there was no longer anything to maintain his Immortality.
Therefore the intensity of virus and germs and mutations being not as
great in that hour, as in this hour, so it took hundreds of years before it
brought about his death, but his physical body finally died.
Prior to this time the replacement area of tissue was equal to the consumption with unlimited patterns of catalysing energy, so that nothing would
wear out. No organ of the body would wear out, no area of the body
would wear out. It would continually synthesize itself and the processes
continued, but this was governed by light. And again we now know that
the mentoid, this strange unit inside an atom which does the book keeping,
this electronic particle which determines that Uranium 235 is going to
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have 235 electrons moving around the nucleus, and how many protons
are in its centre, and how it is synthesized, that is surrounded by a little
emanation of light. This is a light particle. So therefore this essence or
light particle. So therefore this essence or light particle in the electronic
field holds the entire electronic world together. This is why the word
Jesus used so many times, which when translated into Greek, seemed to
love its position. The word is Agra-Pneumas, and Pneumas is the word
from which we get the word Spirit. And because Spirit is invisible like
the air we also get the word pneumatic. Agra-Pneumas is the fullness of
Spirit as an entity of the spirit being of God's own Deity. So
Agra-Pneumas or this entity of spirit with form, is the Father of all
substance. Therefore when the body of the man Christ Jesus said: 'Father'
it means the Spirit which dwelt within HIM which was the Father of all
matter because it (the spirit) held it all together. That is why HE was the
entity, although in the flesh of such spiritual law. And that is why the
Apostle Paul speaks of YAHSHUA or Jesus and says: 'All things were
made by HIM, and without HIM was not anything made that was made,
by HIM all things consist.' This is why Jesus said: 'he who has seen me
has seen the Father.' Because this was the embodiment of HIM (the
Father-Spirit) in the physical world. This is an understanding of the
personality of YAHWEH (God) as Christ.
Now: this spiritual law which we have gone so far as to discern spiritual
forces, we are talking about the synthesis of the substance of the Universe.
And we have to understand this synthesis of the substance to movement,
and form, before we can divide it into entities. So a rebellious Archangel
in his rebellion refused to reflect the energy Light of Divine Truth. This
means in the process of his thinking. And he gathered the hosts of heaven,
whether one/third of the Milky Way or one/third of the known Universe,
but they went into rebellion. And because the other parts of the Universe
were not prepared in his mind or in his negated thinking, for violence and
war, then he thought he would suddenly move into the areas with violence and war. So they cunningly crafted up instruments which they
previously used. For instance they used to cut down trees to build things
with in the Universe, so they had axes. So in Lucifer’s perverted mind he
said: we can chop up trees so we will use these axes to chop up people. If
you go back into the Book of Enoch as well as the Book of Seth, you will
learn that Lucifer rebelled, and one of the things he did was that he went
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to the electronic Universe, or the physical form in the Universe, and
gathered axmen and swordsmen. These were great tall and muscular
Negroes that he gathered and they became the warriors on Lucifer’s ships,
and they were as black as ebony. So you see he gathered them, and they
had always known he was an Archangel, and were under his control. But
now he told them that he was YAHWEH and that YAHWEH was the
devil. And thus this perverted perverted Archangel had turned on them,
and they didn't know any better. So he loaded the Negroes on his ships
and he trained them in the use of the axe, and they increased the length of
knives until they were long knives and became known as swords. So axe
men and swordsmen now had weapons, and these were the first weapons
that had been used to destroy beings. Because every where in the Universe that Lucifer moved in, then if the beings did not accept him as
YAHWEH then he planned to chop them all up, this is the beginning of
warfare as we know it.
When a mind goes out of adjustment with the originator of Divine Law it
forgets the Sovereignty of that which creates the Law, the Law giver
HIMSELF. So when Michaels great hosts and crafts gathered, they didn't
run around with axes and swords, they operated on vast reflective patterns
of high vibrations, and with coatings of light which hit the synthesized
ships (like lightening) and disintegrated them, and down through space
they fell. And beings fell end over end we are told in the Ancient Book
of Enoch. We are also told that when they turned the great light discs (the
EYE of YAHWEH) on the crafts of Lucifer’s hosts they spilled his
Nubians all over space.
Now: you can see what it was like as he sought to synthesize his ideas out
of this rebellion, and Lucifer then sought to build crafts and weapons that
would be able to stop the Hosts of Michael. But we are told way back in
the Books of Enoch that Lucifer could not stop one single craft that
Michael commanded. But he died destroy in all the continents and all the
planets, and he could conquer anything that man or beings had, but he
could conquer or destroy the hosts of heaven. Thus the command to
Michael; Round up Lucifer and rush him into this Solar system and keep
him here. And thus here he was defeated and confined. Thus all the evil
in the Universe is now in this Solar system, and possibly may all be here
on earth, even all of it wiped out on Saturn by now. There is a possibility
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that there may be some yet on Saturn. That there may be an interchange
between here and Saturn yet, this we can't be to sure of. There are reasons
to make us think this is still possible because the symbols of Jupiter and
Saturn in the Solar system are always in contrast. Whereas Jupiter is
always the emblem of a planet under Divine Administration, the stick of
God, it is the symbol of authority moving in our Solar system. Whereas
Saturn is always the symbol of Satanic power and negations. This is why
these conjunctions of Saturn and Jupiter always have definite value of
measure, and why the influences are definite. This is the reason why Mars
was always symbolic as well, and it was thought that Lucifer ruled Mars
as well. So what is Mars today in the minds of Men? Mars is the god of
War, and thus conjunctions of Saturn and Mars is always diabolical. And
Jupiter in ascendancy always is successful, on the right side. But there is
always a hard time when Saturn is the master of alignment.
I only mention this because these are symbolic patterns and we could
spend to much time on this one subject alone, but in Celestial fields these
beings do move across space. There is without a doubt, vehicles, in
Celestial worlds which can be accelerated and come into the physical
world and go back. We know this happened once over Washington D.C.,
a great flight of these U.F.O.'s came in and they were picked up on radar,
but they couldn't see them. And then they let themselves be seen and this
great circling fleet circled over Washington, and it threw the Pentagon
into fear. Soon they were arming aircraft guns, and bringing the fleet, and
they put our fastest aircraft into the sky, and these great vehicles flew
around and let the planes chase them for a while, then all of a sudden they
disappeared, but they were still on the radar screen. And thus this goes to
prove that the Masters of these crafts possesses the capacity to either give
them a total camouflage by reflecting the areas of their light vibrations or
acceleration of their light force, or we might say, of changing their
reflective value. The fact is that they did not dematerialise them, or they
wouldn't have stayed on the radar screen.
Now: there is reason to believe that Celestial forces use these types of
crafts. I have no doubt but that in most all the instances in which YAHWEH moves across the Universe, he used great crafts which they could
synthesize like that if they wanted to. He could command the particles out
of the fullness of HIS OMNISCIENCE to form like that if He wanted to,
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but this idea that you just sit here and wish yourself, boom, across the
Universe, I don't believe there is anything to this. I have never found any
area of Divine operation that does not operate in the pattern of the law of
the Universe which it formed. I don't think it is restricted to the velocities
as we know them, or to the type of friction that we know. I think it is quite
simple for them to move over vast areas with great speeds, and to move
from one part of the Universe to another, and not wait for 'Light years' to
do this. I think if they want to step up that medium they could do it in a
few hours. We are now getting new laws of physics as it relates to light.
And these new laws indicate that there are whole areas where there is
practically no density of particles which would create friction or heat.
And there are belts in the heavens where there are more of them than other
places. The only place a craft like this moving in space like these would
have to slow down, unless they were moving in a light field, would be
when it hit these areas of masses so it would not be turned incandescent,
by friction. But we know now that objects travelling through space must
hit areas of density because every once in a while they illuminate, and
every once in a while they go out. We see this all the time through great
scopes. And if there was no belt of any type of density in space they
would never illuminate until they came close to an atmospheric band like
around a planet like earth. But when we can see them going by the moon
then there must be some place up around the moon where there is enough
density for illumination as well as just reflection. This is true in other
places in space because some of these particles hit belts where they then
illuminate like a meteor and then go back out again, then hit another one
and go on again. This coming on and then going out again shows they are
not reflecting the light from a sun. The moment you get outside of our
Solar system you don't get any light from our sun either because our sun
only has a reflective area that moves out to given perimeters. This is the
reason why also that some planets of our Solar system are almost one
perimeter of light reflection, and surely are as far as your ability of the
eye to behold them.
Again this gives us different patterns, they do move through space at great
speeds. We know there are chariots of the MOST HIGH GOD because
we know that whole fleets of them have arrived in the past, and the
Scriptures tell us this. So again we would say that whatsoever those
vehicles are, they apparently have a synthesis in both the spiritual and
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physical realms, and can be used for transportation. And they are visible
enough that Ezekiel could see them and he could also hear them, because
as they moved through the atmosphere they roared like the sound of a
great waterfall. Jets will do this as they move through the atmosphere so
this is understandable. There apparently was no design at that time to
make them so they would not be heard, although this is something which
they can probably control. Now: as we talk about being surrounded by so
great a company of witnesses, remember we also have a guardian Angel.
The word Angel itself is sort of a misnomer, for an Administering spirit
has the same word in the Greek that we use for Angel. And every last one
of the sons and daughters of God are Celestial children, and when they
are sent on a mission they are also called administering spirits. So
sometimes the word administering spirit translated Angel does not mean
a being different than you, for it can refer to one of your own race. For
when the daughters and sons of God came from the far corners of heaven,
the word, administering spirits coming from the far corners of heaven
doesn't necessarily mean Angelic hosts, for the same word is used and it
could be some of you. For instance the Ancients were told that whole
areas of the children of God who had dwelt in earth were assigned to the
concentration of power to build up the physical force for the opposition
to the enemy. So actually some of your own forbearers and maybe
actually some of your loved ones who have total access to spiritual planes
may even now be catalysing your fight and resistance to the enemy. This
is the reason why this tradition never left our race no matter where they
wandered. They never lost this expectation, this tradition. It was known
back in the days of the Ancients in the time of the Patriarchs who
discussed it, and it was known in the days between the migrations. This
is why in all the Germanic and Scandinavian and Aryan households, the
Valkyrie were administering spirits of people of our race who had passed
into the spirit.
Now: they weren't all administering spirits, but the Valkyrie basically
were the ones who by their achievements demonstrated that they devoted
themselves to the resistance of the enemy. They were the protectors of the
race, they seemed to have this indomitable decision of desire, and this
made them great warriors of your race. For instance, the son of an English
King and Queen who married a Princess of Norway, had a son who was
a well known individual. All their sons were well known individuals, but
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one of these sons was Woden, and he was a great and mighty son. Half
Anglo-Saxon, and half Scandinavian but he was of Israel. So what about
him? He was a mighty warrior. He knew that a group of Asiatics had
come down and moved across northern Europe, and He and his warriors
fought so furiously that they drove them back, and the legends said that
lightening came from the sword of Woden (Odin). And the enemies of
the race were so defeated and driven back by Woden's sword that they
said the mighty winds came, and mighty storms with lightening flashing,
and thundering and it all roared behind Woden's sword. Of course Divine
help may have been given him as he slew the enemy and drove them back.
And the people then welcomed him back by singing: Woden's sword
drank the blood of our enemy, Woden's sword hath killed them by the
thousands. The lightening flashed and the thunder roared and the winds
did blow at Woden's command.
So when Woden died the people remembered him as their champion. All
over Europe and clear back to Asia the power of Woden was known. So
if a terrific storm came and the people were frightened then they would
cry: Woden Woden light the storm. See?
But they had other names for ultimate deity, and in Scandinavia and in
Germany they did talk about the Valkyrie, the administering spirits of our
own race who are in the spirit planes riding in the forces of nature, but
riding none the less to intervene, to even throw confusion in the minds of
your enemy. In Scandinavia they would call for Woden, in the midst of
war, and he was to confuse the minds of your enemy so that you could
move into a military victory, while they be confused or maybe even
fighting among them- selves.
Now: you say, but this is just Scandinavian superstition, but is it? How
about back in the days of the Prophet Elijah when the enemy was after the
Prophet? They wanted to silence the Prophet because he knew too much,
and would warn the king of Israel when the enemy was going to fall on
them. You remember when the servant of Elijah said: oh, the whole place
is surrounded, and they are coming after you. They have already sent
word that if the people just surrender you to them, they will let them alone.
But Elijah just went ahead eating his breakfast and said: Don't worry,
everything is going to be alright. The Prophet knew about spiritual law,
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he probably knew all that was in the Zohar, and he was also in the 'School
of the Prophets', so there wasn't any problem as to what he knew. So
finally Elijah said: oh YAHWEH, open my servants eyes so he may see.
And what did the servant see but legions of the Mighty army in the Spirit
world round about them. this Mighty host had weapons, and horses, but
they were in the spirit realm all around them. So Elijah said: now watch
what happens. And Elijah had the king of Israel gather his warriors and
get them all together, and then as the enemy moved in they were so
confused in their minds that they started fighting among themselves, and
they fell on one another as tho they had gone mad. And while they were
fighting each other the army of Israel fell upon them and whipped them,
and chased them back.
Now: remember Israel went out and fought, they were outnumbered but
they were fighting on a sure outcome. The enemy couldn't even think
straight, and this isn't the only time we are told that something like this
happened. But this confusion of the enemy is the same thing where as
later the descendants of these same people out in Scandinavia called for
Woden to come in and confuse the enemy, and the spiritual forces were
called on to upset the brain of the enemy so that Israelites could win.
Question: Would that work in Washington D.C.?
Answer: I think it might be a good thing, I think when the time is right
that it might be a good thing to confuse their minds. But I think they are
already confused by the devil, and that is the other side of the story. For
when the negative forces fight to control the kingdom they fight to
control the seat of the intellect. And therefore since the soul residence is
in a physical body they use every area of semantics and every pattern of
seduction, every pattern of temptation and every area available to make a
thing seem good when it isn't, so as to try to capture the leadership of our
race. And they aren't beyond using lobotomy and witchcraft and repetition witchcraft which is the same thing. We have mentioned in the past
various types of witchcraft, especially as it relates to the sorcerer. One of
the most important things is that the wizard had a special area of operation.
Now: there are decrees of craft in the Luciferian army embodied. And just
as there are areas of the gifts of the spirit, also there are functions as such
in Luciferianism. And one of the those operates in the areas of hypnotism
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and another mesmerism. And operates in getting control of the subconscious mind without a person being aware of this, for the purpose of
controlling his conscious mind, and to make him an obedient servant. So
one of these processes was what the wizards of Egypt did. This is what
the kings sorcerers did, when men went to sleep, say these were men of
Israel or the Adamic race, and when they went to sleep then would come
in one of these Satanic black priests of Sette, and they would send in a
sorcerer or wizard. And this wizard would kneel down by the man and
whisper the error they wanted him to believe, whisper it softly and slowly
into his ear while he slept, repeat it and repeat it and repeat it. And when
the man wakes up he is not aware of this but when his mind goes to this
subject because it has been built by prevailing thought for this mans mind
on this subject because it has been built by repetition into the tissue. This
is called sorcery and they are doing this very same thing again in this land.
Question: They are doing this in colleges today, they use a tape recorder
and put it under their pillow as they sleep and instead of studying for an
exam, this plays the record over and over as to what they need to know
for the examination.
Answer: That's right, but they also never get this out of their mind after it
is placed there.
Question: I bought one of these to see how it works, but they get good
grades with it.
Answer: That's right, they get good grades in the examination, and they
think they have something. But this is one of the reasons why the
Scripture says: 'Suffer not a witch or a wizard to live.' (Exodus 22:18)
Because they gain control of your mind. Hypnotism is one method used
for this and mesmerism is another, so stay away from them. Hypnotism
can be used for healing people so they say, but leave it alone. Under this
area of hypnotism they can step up this sorcery or repetition of error, and
then release the person with this error, and still leave the imprint of error.
Now: the thing is that because of this process all through the background
of your race, this is always referred to, and this is, the capturing of your
mind by semantics, this is witchcraft, this is being done today in ways we
do not understand. For instance one out of every twenty/four frames on a
motion picture frame will implant an idea in your mind that flickers by so
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fast that you don't visibly record it as you are watching a picture. This is
something you don't realize but it is true. This has been proven, they can
make you want to buy popcorn or coca cola in any theatre without you
knowing it, by flicking this every twenty/four frames. It is now against
the law to do this in a theatre but it is still being done. They implant such
things as, the United Nations is what we need, America is no longer a
sovereign nation, but a member of the United Nations. One of the social
science records being distributed in Social Science courses being used
right here in California totally in sleep records was embracing paragraphs
on acceptance of the United Nations methods, and that idea of independence for a nation is wrong, it is selfish and outmoded. This constant
repetition was added in with the substance until those students became
the most vicious anti-Americans of all. They never listened to one of
these records when awake, they never wanted to take that much time, they
only used them in sleep records. They are still in use, see?
The fact is that I could give you a dozen or 25 or 30 or more operations,
I could spend a week on this subject, of what the enemy may use to
capture the physical body. This is why the Scriptures say that we do not
fight just against flesh and blood, but against principalities, against
powers, against rulers of darkness of this world, and against spiritual
wickedness in high places. Ephesians 6:12.
This is the reason again that the son or daughter of God needs the
immunity of the spirit. This is Celestial energy which you have a right to
claim. And for this cause God says: 'I will be like a wall of fire about you.'
The actual text said here where it is translated fire: 'I shall be like the
moving red light.' In other words this is the flickering flame so they
translated it, the wall of fire. Actually this is the wall of vibration, which
walls off anything from the seat of your consciousness. And this is only
one instance of the patterns of the law of the Octane, and maybe we will
go into that some time but not tonight. But in the law of the Octance
which is the light law we discover the uses of various values of light. This
has a tremendous value physically as well as in the areas of perception.
Today it is probably a taboo subject and they may have even legislated
against it, because they are working on this. You would be surprised what
light vibrations can do through the windows of the nerves. In other words
what pure colour can do to the wave lengths of the nerves, through the
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eyeballs. This alone gets back into the third eye, it gets into the areas of
perception and sends the vibration itch which can wall off various areas,
and build up the thinking area especially for resistance against repetitious
error. This was known why back in the days of Enoch. There are waves
of colour which can rebuild and reactivate every function of the being. In
other words it was this lost aura which slowed it down, and there are ways
to catalyze it, but this is something else, a different field. Getting into the
areas again of spirit forms, where as negated spirit forms can materialize
also their favourite areas of materialization is in Grey and black. And
Satanic or negative forces materialize often in Grey and black. Sometimes they try to materialize in almost orange-red because this is their
attempt to break through the wall of resistance, but they can't stand to
much of this colour. They sometimes come in purple but cannot get into
the pure violet field, or they are in to much trouble. This is what happened
when they fell from their light, and they now move in darkness, and thus
we call them a kingdom of darkness because the aura of the wicked is
black. If you will turn to the Psalmist you read: the light of the wicked is
black? In other words when he says light he means reflecting vibrations
and therefore the aura of that which is wicked is black. In the panorama
of this in the 18th., Psalm as it talks about this it says of Lucifer as he
made war with one of the administering spirits of God, He made darkness
his hiding place in the blackest pavilions, as he fled from the presence of
YAHWEH whose fitful lightnings did pursue him and did shake the earth.
And in several instances where God intervened then continents sank, and
upheavals were thrown into the world which Lucifer had already taken
command over, long before our race was ever placed here.
There is also areas of Spiritual force which would take to long to go into
but there is such a thing as the canalization of setting up of energies which
are destructive, until they have to be counteracted by spiritual forces, and
this is an area which you have little perception of at the present time
which requires Divine intervention, and the resulting clash causes cataclysm in the earth. This is why there is a relationship to the concentrations
of essences of Divine Law, and what we call judgments, where the forces
released take their toll.
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Now: I know there are other things you want to get into but I am not going
to break up the Seraphims and Cherubs tonight, so does anyone have
another question?
Question: I wanted to ask a question about this group in Baltimore led
by Madeline Murry?
Answer: This woman is an Atheist who is in League with Jews, and in
league with the Atheist society.
Question: but I have been told that they have a specific caption on their
writings saying, we religious people who believe in God, as Neantherals
we will wipe them out as we wipe out Jehovah. I wan wondering why
they use Jehovah?
Answer: There is no such word but in semantics. But remember it was not
until the tenth century that the word YAH-HOVA was created. And it
was created by religionists at that time, good thinking theologians who
didn't know what to call God and were afraid to use the Tetragon YHWH,
which is YAHWEH. And when you use the name YAHWEH then the
Jews tremble; and they just make some characters and say that is His
name. The only thing is, they call the devil YAHWEH, and this they
admit in their Talmud. But they are afraid of the name of YAHWEH, and
when you say YAHWEH then all the Jews explode, and Herb Grimm and
all these Jews in Los Angeles say: these Goyim are Blaspheming, they
are using the word YAHWEH and are tacking it on to their Jesus. Oh, but
they can put His name on the devil where it doesn't fit and it is alright.
But the average goyim, the average Israelite who is a white gentile in their
thinking, the Anglo-Saxon, Lombard, Germanic, Scandinavian, and you
ask him what God's name is and he will say it is God. They you say: but
what is his name? and he will answer: All I know is Jesus.
His NAME is YAHSHUA and we just translate it Jesus form Yah-Zeus.
The Apostle Paul wrote in Greek and we translated Yah-Zeus to Jesus. In
Hindu it is Yah-su, but His NAME is YAHSHUA-YAHWEH THE
ALMIGHTY ETERNAL PERSONAL POWER. YAH is the part which
denotes the Deity, SHUA means Saviour and this is why in the Book of
Isaiah 43:11., you are told: 'Behold! Israel, I YAHWEH AM THY
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YAHSHUA.' And as He makes this declaration He is saying: I am the
Almighty YAHWEH, I am thy Saviour. The reason why it is important to
understand even these people who fight us on this is because they don't
understand. But 'Thus saith YAHWEH that created thee O Jacob, and he
that formed thee o Israel'. The word instead of created is Bara so it should
read: Thus saith YAHWEH that has given birth to thee O Jacob, He who
formed thee from the womb, fear not for I have redeemed thee, I have
called thee by thy name because thou art mine. The word used again, as
mine, is issue, therefore thou art my issue, my progeny. Therefore I am
YAHWEH THY EL, I am the Holy ONE of Israel, thy YAHSHUA. This
is the exactness of this declaration. The word EL is an abstract word for
God.
Now: the word we use for God today has unfortunately been perverted by
plain Babylonianism, to Baal. I don't want to upset your Semantics but
the word God is the Babylonian word for dog, and it is just backward.
This is what the Jews wanted us to say and they don't say God except in
our language. Of course YAHWEH looks upon our semantics and knows
what we mean, but in other words our race should have said: YAHWEH,
OUR EL. And YAHWEH is the person and EL is just the abstract pattern.
Thus YAHWEH, OUR EL and we are Elohim or Gods plural. This is
what the 82nd., Psalm knew, and therefore he wrote: 'ye are Elohim so
why do you die like men?' Rise and rule.' David was saying: you are
different than these other species so don't fall like men. However people
didn't understand this, and they didn't understand Jesus as He said: Ye are
mine.
Now; today when they say Jehovah they don't understand that either.
These Atheists and these Jews all these rascals planned this set up. They
are supplying the attorneys for Mrs. Ohair, Murry, and I have the minutes
of their whole plan, they planned this a long time ago. This agnostic is
being subsidized, they have poured wealth into her enterprises, the Civil
Liberties Union and the ADL admit they backed this play, they supplied
the attorneys and volunteered to work for they want to black out, God, but
basically it is Jesus the Christ who they are after.
Now: the fact is that JESUS is YAHSHUA and YAHSHUA IS YAHWEH, embodied as Messiah. And this doesn't mean much to the average
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Jew because this Jew could be a Philistine or a Canaanite, or a Buddhist.
But if he happens to be among the usurpers of some of our theology then
he has some affinity to the teaching of the Old Testament, but perverted
by his Sadducees and Rabbis to their own use. Therefore they repudiate
the embodiment of Messiah until the Jew comes who would be of the
Luciferian force, maybe Lucifer embodied to give them victory. Therefore when they want to blast the name of YAHWEH out of your mind,
then they want to blast out all theology from us, and the existence of the
church because they are Satanically led to feel that this is the heart centre
of the resistance to their program. And it is this church, the spiritual
center of the Kingdom, it is the spiritual law which is the secret of our
resistance to the World program of Lucifer. So actually they even file suit
to take away the name of Jehovah, and Jesus, but they will scream louder
if you said YAHWEH or YAHSHUA. But the use and the knowledge of
the name is expanding, and there is no doubt about the power of prayer
in THE NAME. Yes, YAHWEH looks on the heart, and knows what is
intended, but some people who pray don't expect to get what they pray
for, and others know the name and don't use it. What would you think if
I ran up to you, and your name was Jim, and I kept saying: Hi Joe, how
are you Joe, Joe? Mostly you wouldn't look at me you would think I was
talking to someone else. And then if you know his name is Jim and keep
calling him Joe, then you wonder what is wrong with that guy. Do you
know what your Father says: In these last days I am going to take the
word Baalie out of thy mouth. Baalie is all these pagan, foreign words.
And I am going to put back the word 'Ishi' which means beloved. And you
are going to call me YAHWEH and YAHSHUA and refer to me as THE
GREAT EL, and you are going to quit using these Babylonian words like
Baal and Zeus. But it is also hard to disassociate vibrations and Semantics
with ideas, so we don't move to fast with this, but we may someday in a
great emergency be saying, YAHWEH, YAHWEH in a hurry, and
because of its meaning. I think of the words of a song, Jesus, Jesus,
precious Jesus, . and the reason that is valuable to you is that you have
heard this all your life, and when you say Jesus you think of The Christ,
and it has a beauty to you be association. But every once in a while I get
a little twitch with this song, and I can't sing it like I used to in Sunday
School when I didn't know any better. Now I keep thinking, YAH-Zeus,
YAH-Zeus. The Apostle Paul was perfectly justified when he wrote to
these Greeks who were Israelites, and had been away from the true center
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of the kingdom for a long time. They knew the commander God of the
heavens as Zeus, and YAH was the word of God. Zeus was the powerful
God who came to their rescue and hit the enemy over the head. So if you
were a Greek and had an enemy and Zeus came with a big stick and hit
them over the head and saved them, then YAH-Zeus was
YAHWEH-YAHSHUA who came to save you. And if you were a Roman
then HE was Jupiter, and Jupiter also had this big stick. So this is the
results of semantics after hundreds of years of travel and migration.
However the word YAH never left them. Even the Vis-Goth, the descendants of Judah who filled up the heart of Europe knew that YAH is
positiveness, righteousness, and that nine was negative or no, therefore
YAH was yes, and nine was no, and YAH WAS GOD. In all the Ancient
people YAH was yes by the Authority of Deity.
Now: our enemy doesn't really know what they are fighting, they are just
trying to stamp out all Spiritual Faith. In other words: I will fight furiously anyone who tries to drive the name of Jesus out of the United States of
America because HE represents our God. But I know they don't know
what they are fighting, they are just trying to fight our God, and they are
just about as ignorant as to what HIS NAME is as the people who worship
HIM. One of these days you are going to discover that one of the great
marks of the climax of this age in its finality will be this great Universal,
spiritual perception. If the cry of YAHWEH, YAHWEH went up across
America tonight, the Jews would flee in great numbers. They would be
taking every available ship out of America. If 1,000 Americans were to
march down Wilshire Boulevard crying YAHWEH, YAHWEH they
would empty every Synagogue. And by the time they got to Fairfax there
would be a mass exodus. That's right, they fear HIS NAME.
Question: How about going down to Washington D.C. and doing that?
Answer: well if you did, all at once there wouldn't be any Cabinet left and
the government would be paralyzed for a few days.
Question: how about the State Department? Ha.
Answer: that's right, it would empty it, but this is true they are afraid of
men who know, HIS NAME. Actually they are afraid that in an emergen( Page 28 )

cy, if the going got rough, that every Preacher suddenly who knows HIS
NAME would start using His Name, because the fire falls when 'THE
NAME' is used in times of trouble. There is some interesting days coming
so wait and see.
Now: here again this is a fantastic pattern. We have whole areas of
supernatural operations. This is the operation of Spiritual Law on a higher
plane than men understand. So these are natural weapons, natural spiritual power which God has ordained. He has put them at your command, and
you have a right to use them with the perception of their meaning. But we
have become earth bound to the degree that we are living in a world of
substance and things, we have synthesized, and put together, and thus we
are so used to this that we use the things in our hands, until they run out.
In other- words if you had a dozen lions charging over the hill you would
use up your ammunition first. This is natural but if you didn't have
ammunition then you would pray wouldn't you? Of course if they are
coming faster than you could shoot, I'd be praying as well. Ha. But this
doesn't scare men to much as they go to Africa to hunt big game, they
would just shoot to save themselves. But if they couldn't save themselves
they would sure be praying. But if they knew the secret they could stop
them.
Now: this is why I am going to tell you that you are going to have the
power. As this thing (climax of Armageddon) sweeps down on you it will
not sweep down on an unenlightened people, this is the miracle of the
hour. This is why I don't want to miss any part of this thing. God didn't
extract you out of the world to the point that he didn't want you to laugh
and live, and be occupied, and all this pattern. But he wanted you to retain
out of this remembrance of the Celestial plane the ability that defeats.
Because this is the thing which eventually you will be using. Oh, you may
have a strong sword in your right hand, or a more effective weapon of
today, but all of a sudden you will find yourself blasting them with
something even more powerful. So again there is behind this an ultimate
pattern of super science, In the Synthesis of the Universe. And the secret
of it is just like an open book to the children of God if they want to know
it. There is a synthesis where in the application of these spiritual laws
become idea from in the mind. And once you have spiritual ideas in
conscious form then you become strengthened with it. This is Manna, this
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is why we tell you that spiritual food which moves into the consciousness
and this is very important, but you do not find it in what we would think
of as the cupboards. A lot of people go to church because they want to get
to the cup- board and get some spiritual food, and there isn't anything
there but crusts, or husks. Why? Because these men do not know what it
is either, and they have never applied nor sought.
Now: there are lots of men who are far holier than others. We are talking
about this type of self denying, persecuted life which they force on
themselves in order as they think to get the ear of God. But my God isn't
a fellow like that, and these followers aren't pleasing him by being like
that. God wants someone to walk right up and take him for what HE said;
he wants someone who lives, and moves and believes, and then God will
give you the secret. But don't keep it, you have to move it.
Here is the thing: I tell you today that when religion becomes the dead
husks of created Priestcraft, self righteousness that is not necessarily
righteous, it then becomes a barrier to spiritual perception. Therefore the
Clergy are respected and the only person they should have this respect is
for the truth that they possess. But as individuals they are just men, but
they become more powerful with spiritual knowledge. The thing is we
have created a false wall, and I can show you this in Scripture. The thing
is these men have mesmerized themselves with this wall, and they don't
get anything but this wall. So therefore the most important thing therefore
is to keep the collar on backward, and that black suit on because this is an
area of authority. And because this is the symbol of the church, and what
it is supposed to possess, then come to this because it is supposed to be
the answer.
Now: I don't care whether this is a Catholic Priest or an Episcopalian
Rector, I know some of both who know a lot of truth, but they are sort of
stymied by this kind of superficial air that has been built around them,
that they have hidden themselves into believing. The thing I am pointing
out to you is that you search the Scriptures and you think, and you will if
you can understand it. You say: 'The wayfaring men, though fools shall
not err therein.' Isaiah 35:8. No, he cannot err in reading the Scriptures
because there is a certain amount of truth he will keep getting out of it as
he reads. For this reason God raises up ministers among you. For this
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reason he has promised to give you the Spirit, to guide you to the
knowledge of all truth, if you ask for it.
Again: the person who God calls for a minister, whose mind is always
probing this area of the Spirit, will probe it faster and further and will
have it catalyzed more quickly. However we have a problem today, and
we say this because we have probed the minds of preachers to see how
they stand, and we don't find one out of 100 who have caught the secret.
If we could, across the nation, find these one out of every hundred and
then build big enough centres to gather the people we could dismiss the
rest, because the rest are only wasting the peoples time. We see this all
over, and this existed even back in the days of Elijah and Elisha. Remember that the whole school of the Prophets wanted to follow Elijah. They
wanted all the knowledge, the wisdom and the power that Elijah had.
Elijah said: YAHWEH has called me to take a journey, and I am going.
Elisha said: I am going with you because I don't want to miss anything
that you have to tell me that YAHWEH is going to give you. I want to be
there when you climb on that Celestial Chariot, I want your power, I want
your mantle, your Authority. So these of this school of the Prophets
followed along for about ten miles, and then they said: we aren't going
any farther, you are crazy Elisha come on back, we aren't going to follow
this old man any farther. We haven't seen any chariots and we haven't
heard anything so come on back. But Elisha said: you go back but I am
going to follow, and when that Chariot comes in I want to be there. I want
to see it, I am not going to let Elijah out of my sight, and when the hosts
of heaven come in I'm going to be there. Well, Elijah came to the river
and he said: I am going to go across, and I am not coming back, but Elisha
you just as well stay here, and not get all wet. Elisha said: I am going with
you, so they crossed the Jordan, and there came those mighty jets roaring
in out of space, and the cry goes up from Elisha: 'Oh my Father, the
horses and the chariots of Israel.' The God of Israel has arrived and as the
crafts came down, Elijah jumped on board. Elisha grabbed his mantle and
hung on and away go the ships, and Elisha had the mantle. II Kings 2:12.
He went back to the Jordan River and he struck the water, and it worked
for him just like it had worked for Elijah, the water parted. The secret is
that these other fellows did not want it enough to stay to the end. There
are a lot of people who say that they want Spiritual power, but they don't
have time to come to a Bible study, they think that emotion or Fal-de-ral
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is Spiritual power, but it is not. Knowledge is Spiritual power remember
this. Any emotion which cannot be translated into idea is not worth the
vibration level you give it. This is why we say: seek, search, find! And
the thing ye long to know then ask for it because these things are being
catalysed. But there is no substitute at this hour for getting all the
knowledge of God because you are going to need every bit of it. Because
we are going to have to carry far more than you realize in the leadership
of the shock troops of the Kingdom, against the darkness.
Question: Joel said: 'Wisdom is fear of the LORD', did he mean knowledge?
Answer: The word for Love and Fear in the Old Testament is the same.
The Love of God is the beginning of Wisdom, see? The knowledge of the
LORD is the beginning of Wisdom, remember the Scriptures say: 'Perfect
Love casteth out all fear.' There is of course a little additional pattern with
this, for in the Hebrew it carried not only love but respect and awe.
Question: Reverence?
Answer: Well, reverence is American semantics, but there is an area of
awe in this also. As a boy and even now as this never left me, I always
had a respect for my father, because he was holy in his own heart and
living. I had a little more than love, so perhaps awe, but not to the extent
of fear. This somewhat intends to this pattern, ultimately as the fathers of
Israel seek their heights of attainment this will be the universal pattern
through out the family of the Kingdom as well. This is also something
that is about to be restored. This is one of the things Malachi said would
happen here at the end of the age. The hearts of the fathers would turn to
the children and the hearts of the children to the fathers. This is an area
of obligation.
Question: is the sixth chapter of Jeremiah talking about Old Jerusalem,
or the United States?
Answer: not necessarily, Jerusalem means city of Peace, and our Peace is
not the kind of Peace the world gives. Our Peace is because of the abiding
presence of the Father. And because we are children of the father then His
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abiding Presence, and the awareness that we are His children and He our
Father, and that we were existing in Celestial planes before our physical
birth, we are therefore a civilization, a society of Peace, and wherever we
are congregated this is Jerusalem. Now: NovusOrdo Seculorum, the New
Order of the Ages, is what Revelations is talking about when it talks of
New Jerusalem, a New Haven, and a New earth, a New Celestial order, a
New Physical Order. In other words a full spiritual awareness that follows
the spiritual force, and climaxes an age, as the spiritual power descends
like rain in its vibrations. And this increase of spiritual force will not only
catalyse and make easier the perception of the alert, but it will also make
easier the awakening of all the people which is also to occur. This is a part
of the things which are still ahead. Westminster Abbey was the House of
God to the Westward. In other words God said to David: I am going to
put you in a new land. And at that time David was standing by his pillar
in Old Jerusalem, and YAHWEH said he would give him a new land far
to the westward, far across the waters, this was the land where the
outstretched wings of the Eagle would be. This was the land divided by
the Rivers. This was the land beyond anything beheld by Israel and
actually Israel had been all over. So actually the great straight centre of
the New Order has to be in this continent. Eventually the centre of this
hub of this great civilization will be 1500 miles by 1500 miles. You
couldn't lay it out in any other country but in North America. You don't
have anywhere else in the nations of the Kingdom, but this country where
you could lay it out, and it sure isn't in Asia.
Now: Benjamin is the Light Carriers and you find Benjamin is the
Normans, and they are in Scandinavia, and basically in Iceland. But
Benjamin was Light Carriers and the Levi who were scattered in Benjamin became the most active of the messengers. I think all true ministers
called of God today are Levi. They are scattered through all the tribes
today, but that Levite is a little bity entity of Chromotin that come down
in the genes and the Chromosome and the Mitosis. Thus God continues a
little special pattern for Levi. And thus we have all through the white race,
from their destiny and from the councils of God before the foundation of
the World, a selected and chosen, men for this: 'Many are called but few
are chosen.' In this instance again I point out that God therefore continues
this policy that is why it continues from generation to generation. Today
people select an attorney or a doctor. Maybe they want to serve mankind,
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and they select a minister but they don't have any spiritual stirring, maybe
they don't have the spiritual capacity marked for the sons of Aaron. But
this entity for true Levi never departs out of your race, and it was for this
purpose that God scattered Levi through out the tribes of our race. So that
he would always have a witness, a Clergy for Himself, and a Priesthood.
The tape ran out as Dr. Swift was still talking.
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Dr. Wesley A. Swift
Dr. Wesley A. Swift, the son of a Methodist minister, was called to
preach in his teens. He was a dynamic, inspired speaker who taught
uncompromising Biblical truths ignored by modernist ministers. His
anointed preaching brought forth a
high spiritual dimension of understanding to the Kingdom Identity message,
giving “life” and “power” to the Sacred Word. Even the antichrists acknowledge that, “Wesley Swift is
considered the single most significant
figure in the early years of the Christian Identity movement in the United
States.” Dr. Swift founded the Church
of Jesus Christ – Christian in the
1940’s, a ministry that spread the
Kingdom Identity message nation
wide to YHVH’s Children, the White
spirit-race known Scripturally as “sons
of God”. By teaching these truths to
true Israel, this warrior-priest put fear
in the hearts of the enemies of Christ. Following Dr. Swift’s death in 1970,
his widow Lorraine Swift faithfully carried on the Church of Jesus Christ
– Christian. We are highly honoured to be able to continue Dr. Swift’s
work, by placing those works that we have in print here on our web site
...preserving and earnestly contending for “the faith which was once
delivered unto the saints”...for any and all to read.
We, at the Covenant Church of Yahweh hope that you will study, enjoy,
and appreciate Dr. Wesley Swift’s works.
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At last the bible makes sense!
At last we know its meaning.

Its the book of the RACE
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